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John Stossel is co-anchor of ABC News’
“20/20” and author of “Give Me a Break.”
To find out more about John Stossel and
visit the Creators Syndicate Web page at
w w w . c r e a t o r s . c o m .
Copyright 2006 BY JFS Productions, Inc. -
Distributed by Creators Syndicate, Inc.

“Stossel is an
idiot who should
be fired from ABC
and sent back to
elementary school
to learn jour-
nalism.” “Stossel
is a right-wing
e x t r e m i s t
ideologue.”

The hate mail is
coming in to ABC over a TV special I did
Friday (1/13). I suggested that public
schools had plenty of money but were
squandering it, because that’s what
government monopolies do.

Many such comments came in after the
National Education Association (NEA)
informed its members about the special and
claimed that I have a “documented history
of blatant antagonism toward public
schools.”

The NEA says public schools need more
money. That’s the refrain heard in politicians’
speeches, ballot initiatives and maybe even
in your child’s own classroom. At a union
demonstration, teachers carried signs that
said schools will only improve “when the

Myth: Schools Don’t Have Enough Money
 20/20's - John Stossel schools have all the money they need and

the Air Force has to hold a bake sale to buy
a bomber.”

Not enough money for education? It’s a
myth. The truth is, public schools are rolling
in money. If you divide the U.S. Department
of Education’s figure for total spending on
K-12 education by the department’s count
of K-12 students, it works out to about
$10,000 per student.

Think about that! For a class of 25 kids,
that’s $250,000 per classroom. This doesn’t
include capital costs. Couldn’t you do much
better than government schools with
$250,000? You could hire several good
teachers; I doubt you’d hire many
bureaucrats. Government schools, like most
monopolies, squander money.

America spends more on schooling than
the vast majority of countries that outscore
us on the international tests. But the
bureaucrats still blame school failure on lack
of funds, and demand more money.

In 1985, some of them got their wish.
Kansas City, Mo., judge Russell Clark said
the city’s predominately black schools were
not “halfway decent,” and he ordered the
government to spend billions more. Did the

billions improve test scores? Did they hire
better teachers, provide better books? Did
the students learn anything?

Well, they learned how to waste lots of
money.

The bureaucrats renovated school
buildings, adding enormous gyms, an
Olympic swimming pool, a robotics lab, TV
studios, a zoo, a planetarium, and a wildlife
sanctuary. They added intense instruction
in foreign languages. They spent so much
money that when they decided to bring more
white kids to the city’s schools, they didn’t
have to resort to busing. Instead, they paid
for 120 taxis. Taxis!

What did spending billions more
accomplish? The schools got worse. In 2000,
five years and $2 billion later, the Kansas
City school district failed 11 performance
standards and lost its academic
accreditation for the first time in the district’s
history.

A study by two professors at the Hoover
Institution a few years ago compared public
and Catholic schools in three of New York
City’s five boroughs. Parochial education
outperformed the nation’s largest school
system “in every instance,” they found —

and it did it at less than half the cost per
student.

”Everyone has been conned — you can
give public schools all the money in America,
and it will not be enough,” says Ben Chavis,
a former public school principal who now
runs the American Indian Charter School in
Oakland, Calif. His school spends
thousands less per student than Oakland’s
government-run schools spend.

Chavis saves money by having students
help clean the grounds and set up for lunch.
“We don’t have a full-time janitor,” he told
me. “We don’t have security guards. We
don’t have computers. We don’t have a
cafeteria staff.” Since Chavis took over four
years ago, his school has gone from being
among the worst middle schools in Oakland
to the one where the kids get the best test
scores. “I see my school as a business,” he
said. “And my students are the shareholders.
And the families are the shareholders. I have
to provide them with something.”

Fame wasn’t bestowed
on John Paul; he earned
it – starting at the age of
13 on a two-masted brig,
the Friendship. Biscuits
full of live weevils, rancid
butter that tasted like oil-
sludge, along with salt
beef and hard dried peas,
all provided “le cuisine du
jour.” And this was after
a long day of retching over
the side with bouts of
seasickness. Seamanship
was learned with much
peril: climbing masts and
inching out along the
topmast high above the
rolling deck in icy sea-

spray. Young sailors frequently fell to their
deaths, either on the ship’s deck or into the sea.

From such lowly beginnings, John Paul
descended even further — sailing a slave ship
for three years. But, in his early voyages,
John Paul learned the fine art of navigation
using an octant. On one passage from
Jamaica back to Scotland, both the captain
and first mate died. Being the only man
aboard that knew how to navigate the open
ocean, John Paul became the captain. He had
his first stepping-stone to glory.

Mutinous crews, floggings and running a
troublesome sailor through with his sword,
finally led John Paul to flee to America -
fearful of a possible trial for murder before
an unsympathetic jury. To offer some cover,
he added Jones as his new last name. It was
the winter of 1774. Revolution was in the air.

Political intrigue, naval battles with the
British, Paris in the 1780s, romance, frequent
dealings with the leaders of the American
Revolution, King Louis XV and XVI,
Catherine the Great of Russia and, finally, a
stint as a Russian sea captain fighting the
Turks – it all adds up to a book that is hard
to put down.

John Paul Jones: Sailor, Hero, Father of
the American Navy, by Evan Thomas, is
published by Simon & Schuster, Ó 2003 by
Evan Thomas.

Kids & Education
Book Keepers Corner

Dr. Charles Ormsby

John Paul Jones
Barbara Peary, M.Ed.
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My four year old son is
showing an interest in
learning how to read. What
are some simple steps I
can take to help him
along?

Read, read, read. Read to
him constantly and model
reading by having
newspapers, magazines,
and books in your home. Visit the preschool
section of your library and let him check out
ten books each week that he has chosen. (If
your library allows, have him sign up for his
own library card and use it.)

Set aside time daily for reading aloud.
Reading to him as part of the bedtime routine
is a great idea. Not only because it becomes
a habit, but since it will help calm him down
before he goes to sleep.

When reading aloud to him, let him turn
the pages. At times let your fingers follow
under the words so he sees that your eyes
are going from left to right on the page.

You needn’t do this excessively; a few
pages here and there will make the point.
This will also help your son keep his eyes
focused on words you are reading and
connects the written word to the spoken
word in your child’s mind.

Studies have shown repeatedly that what
makes children into readers is being read
to- so read, read, read.

Recently, I started working as an
assistant in an infant/toddler child care
center after school. This is my first real
job (I’m 16) and I love it, the babies are so
much fun! I want to do my best, but I feel
like I have no clue about what babies are
supposed to be able to do. I mean stuff like
sit up, roll over, that kind of thing.

Congratulations on your job and
willingness to learn how to do it better. Ask
your director if there is a simple chart on
hand showing the normal development of
infants and toddlers.

You will learn as you work with the
children and observe them on a day to day

basis, but it is good to
have a general idea of what
to expect when.

Keep in mind though
when you do see charts of
development, that a chart
is only a guideline. Each
child grows at his/her own
rate.

The following is a very basic outline to
help you start. Age two months- a child can
lift head and chest while lying on stomach.
Age four months- a child can sit erect in the
arms of an adult and can reach for objects.

Age six months- a child can grasp objects
and roll over. Age eight months- a child can
pull his/her self up and thrusts arms and
legs out and squirms to push body forward.

Age ten months- a child can crawl on
hands and knees and walk with the help of
an adult. Age twelve months - a child can
stand, sometimes is able to walk alone, can
pick up small objects and begins to self-
feed.

I constantly repeat myself when talking
to my five year old. This even occurs when
giving him simple directions, such as telling
him it’s time to put on his jacket. What’s
the best way to get and keep his attention
for simple daily tasks?

First, make it a habit to refer to him by
name at the start. For example, instead of
saying, “Put on your jacket” always begin
with “Jason” and then state the behavior
you expect. Secondly, break the tendency
to call to him from a distance, such as from
across the room.

Instead, go up to him, get down to his
eye level and speak directly to him. Teachers
do these two steps relentlessly and it really
does help.

Clear the decks.
Spread sawdust to soak
up the blood. Ready the
surgeons’ saws and tubs
to harvest the amputated
limbs. Prepare the canon
balls and powder. Issue
extra rum for courage.
Post the Marines to keep
cowards from fleeing.
Enemy ships have been
sighted.

The battle between
John Paul Jones’
Bonhomme Richard and
His Majesty’s Ship
Serapis was one of the
fiercest naval battles
fought during the American Revolution. Of
the six hundred men aboard the two ships,
close to half were dead or seriously wounded
before the Serapis capitulated. Burns were
particularly gruesome. “The flesh of several
of them dropped off from their bones and they
died in great pain,” wrote Midshipman
Fanning, an American Marine.

The compelling events of the battle between
the Bonhomme Richard and the Serapis are
masterfully retold by Evan Thomas in his
biography, “John Paul Jones: Sailor, Hero,
Father of the American Navy.” But this
battle is merely a highlight in the life of a man
born as John Paul — Jones was added later
— to a Scottish gardener working in Britain.
In 18th century England, your opportunities
for advancement were largely determined by
your position in the social order. John Paul
once said, “My desire for fame is infinite.”
This is the story of how he achieved prominence
while helping the American colonies achieve
independence.

Today, John Paul Jones’ body is interred
in a marble sarcophagus in the Naval
Academy chapel in Annapolis, Md. It was
placed there one hundred years ago after
languishing for over a century in an obscure,
paved-over grave in Paris. The journey from
gardener’s son to interred hero was even more
spectacular than the battle that he is so well
known for.
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off the ground war because we wanted to
have the right people in the right places to
sustain thirty to sixty days of continual
military operations.

Casualty projections were like playing the
lottery at the time; it was hit and miss. The
low figure was 250 casualties and the high
was 20,000. The Iraqis were really inept.
Otherwise we would have had more
casualties. It all had to be managed by
computer at Headquarters.

As an expert in Army strategy, Don
worked at the Headquarters ofCommanding
General John J. General Yeosok. Here, all the
logistics for the war were worked out. “Our

job was to get the troops the information
they needed. We also ran the postal locator
which made us very popular,” he laughed.

“You are putting people from all different
units together for one purpose, coordinating
where everyone is suppose to be and where
they are going, where the casualties are and
where they are being relocated to.”

“Basically, I ran the world’s biggest
computer hacking operation in the Gulf War
to synchronize forces, get the mail where it
needed to be, get information to the troops
- even if it was something like the death of a
family member so we could coordinate
getting them home. We controlled the troop
flow and redeployment system.”

Stationed in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia, and
then in a major detachment in Darahn,
Campbell helped to run a liaison with 7th

Corps and 18th Airborne Corps.

He said the possibility of being hit by a
scud missile by the Iraqis was always a
concern and an immediate danger.

We were always a target because we were
at Headquarters. They were shooting at us
in Riyadh.

We didn’t know what might be attached
to the scuds. We knew they had the
capability of weaponizing their scuds
with chemical agents.

When the ground war kicked off, I was in
Daran, and if our guys got hit with chemicals,
it was my job to figure out what to do.” As it
turned out, American forces were lucky not

“We flew back to Methuen and were
married. When we decided to start a family,
that’s when I decided to get out of the
military because we knew we would be
separated again,” Linda continued.

Don, however, stayed in the Army and in
1990, during the build up to the first Gulf
War, volunteered for active duty. He
remembers being told that he would never
be sent over to the Middle East in October
of 1990, but within a few short months the
Army tracked him down and shipped him to
Saudi Arabia.

“We were at a family funeral on his side
of the family and the Army somehow found

out where we were and called us right there
on the phone to notify him he was going to
the Middle East,” recalled Linda. “Our
daughter was born about three days after
Don left for the war.”

“I arrived in the Middle East on the 22nd
of December (1990) and I was there until the

19th of July 1991. I ended up
flying in on Christmas Eve,
just in time to see the Bob
Hope show. It was great,” he
said.

Campbell was assigned to
the 10th Personnel Command,
which is part of the 3rd Army
Division and hand-selected
to manage the database at
headquarters.

“When I got there they
didn’t have an automator.
The general had to designate
someone to do the casualty
reporting and personnel
management and I was
selected.

My duties included
managing casualties,
tracking people on the
battlefield from command
headquarters and setting up
a data processing installation
where we did remote
mainframe data entry.”

“We set up a database
before we were ready to kick

Captain Mulligan, Hero in our Midst - From page 1Don & Linda Campbell, Heroes - From page 1

Seniors and Veterans

If you would like to
nominate a veteran to be

honored as a Valley Patriot

of the month please call us

at (978) 557-5413 or email

us at
ValleyPatriot@aol.com

“We were both officers,” Linda added. “I
remember a lot of mud and a lot of cold while
we were training there. When we saw the
American military spread out all over
Germany, it was quite a sight.

It was almost incomprehensible to see the
magnitude of the military forces lining up
on the border like that. To me it was
astonishing to comprehend the things that
had to take place to coordinate such a build
up.”

Don and Linda hit it off right away and
despite their separate duties, they were able
to spend a lot of time together, even traveling
to the Soviet Union and East Berlin. “The
abject poverty was horrible,” Linda
recounted. “It was just so sad - the
conditions those people had to live under.
They were literally starving.”

“We eventually left Europe in December
of 1985 and went our separate ways. The
military had other plans for us,” Campbell
says. “I was stationed at Fort Bragg and
Linda was sent to INTEL training and then
to college in Arizona for about nine months.”

“It gets harder and harder to stay together
as you move up in rank when you are both
in the military,” Linda continued. “So he was
back at fort Bragg and I was spending time
in Air Force training, specializing in
intelligence.

Don also spent time at Airborne School
in Fort Benning, Georgia.” Eventually, Linda
was also assigned to Fort Bragg where,
again, they were able to spend time together.
“We were split up for a time but then met
back at Fort Bragg where we were able to be
together for about 2 ½ years,” she recalled.

Don stands next to a destroye Iraqi tank on the side of the road

Don and Linda Dean Campbell at Logan Airport upon Don's arrival from
serving in the first ulf War.

Don Campbell in Saudi Arabia

to encounter biological or chemical attacks
by the Iraqis.

“We had a lot of operational problems
too. There were only two data uplinks in the
country. One was in Riyadh and whatever
bandwidth they had was at command and
control. In Dhahran they installed a satellite
uplink and if the Iraqis had taken out that
uplink, we would have been in big trouble
because the whole war was orchestrated by
computer.”

 Campbell has had several severe health
problems since the Gulf War. “Don has
gotten very sick from the war. We think it
was because they gave him so many shots

before they sent him to the Middle East
and they gave them all at once.

That’s what the military did at the time.
I don’t think they realized how powerful
that stuff was and doing it all at the same
time took a toll on him,” Linda said.

“After the war, everyone was coming
up positive for TB. We knew we didn’t
have it, but we were testing positive so
something was definitely going on,” Don
added.

Linda says that from the day he got back
from the war it was apparent that Don
wasn’t feeling well. “When he came home
he could barely walk. He had written me a
letter after getting the shots and at that

time he was laid out for a couple of days.
The chemical and biological threat was
there, so they had to get the shots.”

Since Don’s daughter was born three days
after he arrived in the Middle East, when he
returned to the States he wasn’t sure if she
would even know who he was. “When I
came back, I went first to Washington D.C.
and then to Indianapolis. On my first week
off I came home and was surprised to see
that my daughter knew who I was right away.
It was very emotional.”

“We were at Logan Airport and we had a
large sign that said ‘WELCOME HOME
MAJOR DAD,’ Linda fondly recalled.
“About a hundred people started gathering
at the airport where we were waiting and
when he came off the plane, our daughter
just jumped into his arms.”

Don Campbell retired as a Lt. Colonel in
1999 at 42 yearsold.

Don and Linda Campbell, thank you so
much for your combined service to the people
of the United States. We are proud to honor
you both as Valley Patriots for your personal
sacrifices and endless dedication to the
safety of the world.

A current picture of Don and Linda Campbell with their two children.
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The US Marine Corps announced that the following
young men recently entered recruit training at the US
Marine Corps Recruit Depot, Parris Island, S.C. While
at recruit training, these men will learn military customs
and courtesies, first aid, and a variety of military related
subjects.  Marine Corps Recruit Training is a rigorous,
physically and mentally demanding training period
designed to enhance raw talent and create the moral
discipline required of all Marines. After graduating from
Recruit Training, these men will learn their military
occupation specialty at a formal school. The Valley
Patriot congratulates the following men:

Phone: (978) 682-4060   Fax: (978) 682-3234

Locally Owned and Family Operated

Farrah Funeral Home
Across from our Old Location

133 Lawrence St.

Lawrence, MA 01841

Louis Farrah, II
David Moynihan

(Manager)

Senior Moments
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with Jim Cassidy

Yellow Roses and FriendshipYellow Roses and Friendship

Jim is Vice-Commander of American Legion
Post  #219.  He served as a combat
infantryman in WWII, fighting in France and
Germany with the 70th Infantry Division. Jim
Cassidy was awarded the Bronze Star for his
service in World War II. You can email him
with quest ions or  comments at:
Cassperryst@aol.com

While walking through my
local Senior Center recently, the
wonderful compassionate Heart
to Heart support group was
meeting.  This beautiful
bereavement group meets weekly
as they bond and talk about the
loss of a spouse or a close one
and how they can move on.

From a corner of the room, I overheard one of the ladies
who was standing telling this poignant story:

I walked into the grocery store not particularly interested
in buying groceries, I wasn’t hungry.  The pain of losing
my husband of 50 years was still too raw.  And this grocery
store held so many sweet memories.

He often came with me, and almost every time he’d pretend
to go off and look for something special.  I knew what he
was up to.  I’d spot him walking down the aisle with the
three yellow roses in his hands.

He knew I loved yellow roses.  With a heart filled with
grief, I only wanted to buy my few items and leave, but
even grocery shopping was different since he had passed
on.

Shopping for one took time, a little more thought than it
had for two.

     Standing by the meat, I searched for the perfect small
steak and remembered how he had loved his steak.

Suddenly a woman came beside me.  She was blond, slim
and lovely in a soft green pantsuit.  I watched as she picked
up a large package of T-bones, dropped them in her basket,
hesitated, and then put them back.  She turned to go and
once again reached for the pack of steaks.

She saw me watching her and she smiled.  “My husband
loves T-bones, but honestly, at these prices, I don’t know.”

I swallowed the emotion down my throat and met her
pale blue eyes.

“My husband passed away eight days ago,” I told her.
Glancing at the package in her hands, I fought to control
the tremble in my voice.  “Buy him the steaks!  And cherish
every moment you have together.”

She shook her head and I saw the emotion in her eyes as
she placed the package in her basket and wheeled away.

I turned and pushed my cart across the length of the
store to the dairy products.  There I stood, trying to decide
which size milk I should buy.  A quart, I finally decided and
moved on to the ice cream.  If nothing else, I could always
fix myself an ice cream cone.

I placed the ice cream in my cart and looked down the
aisle toward the front.  I saw first the green suit, then
recognized the pretty lady coming towards me.  In her arms
she carried a package.  On her face was the brightest smile

I had ever seen.  I would swear a soft halo encircled her
blond hair as she kept walking toward me, her eyes holding
mine.

As she came closer, I saw what she held and tears began
misting in my eyes.  "These are for you,” she said and
placed three beautiful long stemmed yellow roses in my
arms.  “When you go through the line, they will know these
are paid for.”  She leaned over and placed a gentle kiss on
my cheek, then smiled again.  I wanted to tell her what
she’d done, what the roses meant, but still unable to speak,
I watched as she walked away as tears clouded my vision.

I looked down at the beautiful roses nestled in the green
tissue wrapping and found it almost unreal.  How did she
know?  Suddenly the answer seemed so clear.  I wasn’t
alone.

Oh, you haven’t forgotten me, have you?  I whispered
with tears in my eyes.  He was still with me, and she was his
angel.

With the story finished, the sweet lady sat down quietly.
As I slipped out of the room, wiping a tear from my eye, I
thought, “Every day be thankful for what you have and
who you are.

Even though I clutch my blanket and growl when the
alarm rings.  Thank you, Lord, that I can hear.  There are
many who are deaf.

Even though I keep my eyes closed against the morning
light as long as possible.  Thank you Lord, that I can see.
Many are blind.

Even though the first hour of my day is hectic, when
socks are lost, toast is burned, tempers are short, and my
children are so loud.  Thank you, Lord, for my family.  There
are many who are lonely.

Even though our breakfast table never looks like the
picture in magazines and the menu is at time unbalanced.
Thank you, Lord for the food we have. There are many who
are hungry. Even though the routine of my job often is
monotonous.  Thank you, Lord, for the opportunity to work.
There are many who have no job.

Even though I grumble and bemoan my fate from day to
day and wish my circumstances were not so modest.  Thank
you, Lord, for life.

For friendship is a gift.  A friend is someone who fills our
lives with Beauty, Joy and Grace and makes the world we
live in a better and happier place.

The School Board of N. Andover has
given permission to dedicate the Track
and Field facilities behind the new high
school to the six North Andover residents
who were killed in action or died from their
wounds while serving in Vietnam.

SP4 Michael J. Byron, USA
LCPL Gregory C. Davis, USMC

SGT Michael R. Dunn, USA
SP4 James P. English, USA

LTJG Richard F. Gorham, USN
LCPL James A. St. Cyr, USMC

DONATIONS NEEDED
to honor Vietnam

Veterans from N. Andover

Merrimack Valley
Recruits

Graduate from
Marine Corps
Boot Camp

Donation checks can made out to
Vietnam Fallen Heroes Memorial and

mailed to: North Andover Patriotic
Observance Committee

120 Main Street
North Andover, MA 01845

For more information contact Veterans
Service Officer Ed Mitchell

at (978) 688-9525.

- Joseph Conley of Billerica.
- Matthew Murphy of Dracut
- Derek Rogers of Haverhill
- Ryan Doherty of Methuen
- Jerome Balogna of Haverhill
- Richard Dumont of Lawrence
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The National
Law Enforce-
ment Officers
Memorial Fund
(NLEOMF) is
mounting a
v i g o r o u s
campaign to
d i s c o u r a g e
parents and

caregivers from purchasing or allowing
children access to the 25 to Life© video
game. The NLEOMF is a nonprofit
organization representing the nation’s 15
largest law enforcement organizations. It
was established in 1984 to generate
increased public support for the law
enforcement profession and to provide
information that will help promote law
enforcement safety.

In response to a notice from game
manufacturer Eidos that the game was
shipped to U.S. markets beginning January
17, the NLEOMF is protesting the violent
nature of the game, in which participants
role-play shooting gang members and police
officers and using civilians as human
shields. The NLEOMF is calling for all retail
outlets to act responsibly and not stock this
item.

”It is absolutely unconscionable that
game makers are enabling young people —
or anyone — to dramatize shooting and
killing as a form of entertainment while
officers and innocent people are dying in
real-life on our streets every day,” said
NLEOMF Chairman Craig W. Floyd. “We’re
encouraging parents, caregivers and
everyone who is concerned about both law
enforcement officers and children to ensure
this game never makes it into the homes or
hands of impressionable young people.”

Players of 25 to Life© are presented with
a scenario that enables them to choose
between playing as a law enforcement
officer, or a drug dealer who role-plays
shooting fellow gang members and law
enforcement officers. The Web site
advertising the game boasts that players
have “more than 40 weapons to choose

from, including shotguns, machine guns,
stun guns and tear gas.”

Noting that in the past 10 years, 70 officers
have been killed by people under the age of
18, Mr. Floyd said, “While it’s true that
players are given a choice
between wearing a badge or
the colors of a gang, the
ultimate message carried by
the game is that some players
are justified in endangering
the lives of police officers.
That’s a terrible message for
anyone, but particularly so for young
people who are already confronted with
numerous choices that can lead to
dangerous consequences. Regardless of
your views on free speech or marketplace
dynamics, there is really nothing good that
can be said about this game. The images are
wrong. The messages are wrong. And
stocking it in U.S. stores is wrong.”

Mr. Floyd noted that the NLEOMF’s
recently released report on law enforcement
officers who died in the line of duty during
2005 included more than 50 officers killed
by gunfire, which he says “represents only
a fraction of the number of officers who have
been shot at and wounded.” A total of 153
law enforcement officers died in the line of
duty during 2005, according to preliminary
figures released by the NLEOMF and
Concerns of Police Survivors (COPS).

”We’re focused on this game right now
because children and communities are
facing the greatest threat from it right now,
but our broader goal is to encourage all
parents and caregivers to be more aware of
what their children are exposed to or
encouraged to emulate,” added Mr. Floyd.
“Any type of media that glorifies violence
against law enforcement or civilians should
be scrutinized very carefully.”

The NLEOMF is encouraging anyone
who supports the boycott of 25 to Life© to
sign a petition on its Web site at
www.nleomf.com. The NLEOMF expects to
receive at least 17,500 signatures, a number
that corresponds with the estimated number
of officers whose names will be engraved

Police Group Urges Parents to
Boycott Violent Video Game

NATIONAL LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICERS MEMORIAL

FUND PROTESTS "25 to LIFE"       VIDEO GAME

on the walls of the National Law
Enforcement Officers Memorial at the close
of 2006.

Managed by the NLEOMF and located at
Judiciary Square in Washington, D.C.,

the Memorial lists the names of all
law enforcement officers killed in
the line of duty since the first
recorded line-of-duty death in
1792. The NLEOMF runs the
national Officer of the Month
program, is an organizer of the

National Police Week tribute each
May, and serves as a clearinghouse of

information about law enforcement officers
killed in the line of duty. For more
information, visit www.nleomf.com.

Editor’s Note: The NLEOMF is a
nonprofit organization established in
1984 to generate increased public
support for the law enforcement
profession by permanently recording
and appro-priately commemorating the
service and sacrifice of law
enforcement officers; and to provide
information that will help promote law
enforcement safety.

The NLEOMF operates and maintains
the National Law Enforcement Officers
Memorial in Washington, D.C., which
contains more than 17,000, names; is
an organizer of the annual National
Police Week tribute each May; runs the
Officer of the Month Program; and
serves as a clearinghouse of
information about law enforcement
officers killed in the line of duty.

For more information, visit
www.nleomf.com

To schedule an interview with
NLEOMF Chairman Craig W. Floyd,
contact Chris Beakey at 302-448-0253,
or at chris.beakey@widmeyer.com or
Bruce Mendelsohn at 202-737-3400, or
at bruce@nleomf.com.
For more information on the NLEOMF,
visit www.nleomf.com.

Reprinted with permission

Craig W. Floyd, Chairman, National Law Enforcement Memorial Fund

 Big Government
is Even Bigger

Than You Think

Big Govern-
ment in America
is so huge it
boggles the
mind and numbs
the senses.

But exactly
how big is Big
Government?

For the moment, just consider one key
factor: the money spent and controlled by
government.

How much of our annual earnings does
Big Government take and spend, command
and control?

Add the federal budget to all the state
and local government budgets in the
United States, and subtract out the amounts
that they shift between each other
(“intergovernmental spending”).

Federal, state, and local governments
together directly spend a whopping
$4.8 Trillion - every year.

But wait, there’s more!

Big Government Politicians hide massive
amounts of spending they call “off
budget.” They conveniently keep these
funds out of public view. They pass
laws to make these deceptive accounting
practices perfectly legal - for themselves.

Say you file your income taxes this year
with a stated income of $60,000. What does
the IRS do when they audit you - and
discover that you earned $20,000 a year “off
budget?” Do they chalk this up to “normal
accounting practices...just like governments
do” - and let it slide?

Or do they increase your tax bill, fine you,
and throw you in the hoosegow?

Massachusetts state government alone
spends at least $20 billion off-the-books -
every year. Conservative estimates give us
total off-the-books federal, state, and local
government spending of at least $700
billion annually. Add this to the on-the-
books spending, and you get government
spending of $5.5 Trillion - every year!

But wait, there’s more.

Big Government mandates - compels us
to spend - another $1.5 Trillion to $3
Trillion every year. This is the externalized
cost of government, i.e., the amount that
governments force businesses, non-profits,
and citizens to spend to comply with
government regulations. Examples include
collecting payroll taxes, filing tax returns
and complying with OSHA, Medicare, EPA,
FDA, FTC, FEC, and USDA regulations (to
name just a few).

Combined direct and mandated
government spending may well exceed $7
Trillion - and rising - this year, next year,
and  every year!

$7 Trillion out of this year’s total U.S.
economy of approximately $12
Trillion.

Big Government in America is so huge it
boggles the mind and numbs the
senses.

Carla Howell spearheaded the Linertarian
party's 2002 ballot initiative to End the
Income Tax in Massa-chusetts, which
almost won with 45% of the vote. She is
president of the Center for Small
Government  www.CenterForSmall
Government.com).

Carla Howell
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Fill in the squares
so that each row,
column and 3x3
square box contain
the numbers 1
through 9. Each
number appears in
each row, column
and 3x3 box only
once.

Answers on Page 26
EASY

MEDIUM

worth a large fraction of the cost currently
incurred in our schools that their parents
can spend on education at the school of
their choice. Those educators who provide
the most responsive services will win and
prosper. Those who are inefficient and/or
ineffective in educating children will have
to correct these deficiencies quickly or find
a different vocation.

We shouldn’t care which schools win or
lose in this competition. In every case, the
children win. As the unions have been fond
of saying, “It’s for the children.” You’re
damn right it is.

2. Compulsory collective bargaining.
Prescription: Eliminate the requirement for
municipalities to engage in collective
bargaining.

Any policy that begins with the word
“compulsory” should be suspect.
“Collective” is another red flag. Put them
together and your hand should be either on
your wallet or your holster.

Compulsory bargaining is the result of
special interest lobbying at its worst. Unions
have bought and paid for a majority of our
state and federal legislators, not to mention
the bureaucracies that regulate public
employment. Public employee unions want
the power to extract economic advantages
for their members at the expense of BOTH
the taxpayer and any other workers who
might want to offer their services. Unions
are not designed to protect all workers. They
are designed to give special advantage to
their own members. Other potential
employees be damned.

Compulsory bargaining undercuts the
ability of municipalities to hire the best
workforce for the revenues that are available
and it violates the rights of potential new
employees to compete for public jobs.

Just consider: What if our schools could
advertise for an opening and negotiate
directly with applicants for the job … just
like 90 percent of companies do in the private
sector? The process would inherently
reward merit. Top teachers and especially
those with uncommon skills would command
much higher salaries.

Unions will tell you that workers would
be exploited if it were not for union
“protection.” Nonsense. Ninety percent of
employees in the private sector are
employed as “employees at will.” They are
neither union members, nor are they
exploited. Prospective employees with good

skills would have a wealth of employment
options, both public and private, both as
educators and in other fields. The market
would determine the terms of employment
we would have to offer. Neither our whim
nor union threats would be the determining
factor.

#3. Healthcare costs. Prescription:
Eliminate mandated employer-provided
health insurance benefits and the tax-
deductibility of health benefits provided by
employers.

Why don’t employers provide gasoline
insurance or food insurance? Why don’t we
drive up to the pump with a $5 co-pay and
then fill up with free gas? Or a $10 co-pay at
our local market and fill our grocery baskets
with free food? If gas or food insurance were
tax exempt for employers, that is exactly what
we would have.

Assume you are earning $50,000 a year. If
food insurance provided by your employer
were tax deductible, you and your employer
would soon determine that you would be
better off if your salary was reduced to
$45,000, saving you $1,500 in taxes and
reducing your take home pay by $3,500.
Why? Because your employer could pocket
$500 and give you $4,500 worth of “free food”
insurance. What a deal!! Of course, the tax
break is just a ploy. The government isn’t
going to reduce its take. Tax rates will just
be raised on the remaining $45,000 to keep
the government cruising along.

Unfortunately, this “great deal” has
consequences. With free food, don’t you
think you would take home more food each
week? And choose more expensive food?
And, of course, you would start receiving
statements in the mail outlining your
“Summary of Food Benefits” — what was
and was not covered by your food insurer
— and your “Amount Due”.

Mandated coverage of steak and seefood
benefits would lead to greatly enlarged
demands and rising prices. No, I didn’t
misspell seefood. Seefood means, if you see
the food, you can take it! And, of course, if
it’s free, you will. The government might try
to regulate your choices and quantities, but
since consumers, grocers, farmers, and
ranchers would like the benefits and the
extra business your lust for free food would
generate, food lobbyists would flood the
nation’s capital to make sure the gravy train
continues and expands.

Increased food consumption would lead
to higher costs to your employer for food
insurance. The result would be your
employer reducing your annual raises while
increasing the food insurance deduction
from your paycheck. In the end, your
increased deduction and lower salary
would erase whatever free benefits you
thought your government had conferred.
When you realize that the “tax break” was
never real in the first place, you find out
that you are much worse off than you were
before the government offered to help you
with “free” food.

Regulations, mounds of paperwork,
higher costs, mounting frustration …
sounds a lot like healthcare, doesn’t it?

But there is an additional problem when it
comes to public employees … even if
employers continue to “provide” health
insurance. Public employees pay a much
smaller fraction of their health insurance
premiums than those who work in the private
sector. This is a result of the two problems
discussed previously: the union monopoly
on labor and the lack of competition. Fix
these and a more equitable cost sharing
arrangement would result. Unfortunately, the
underlying problems associated with making
a commodity appear free — when it isn’t
free — will continue if the prescription
outlined above is just ignored.

4. Special Education costs. Prescription:
Provide local autonomy for determining the
split of resources applied to fulfilling Special
Education needs and the needs of Regular
Education students.

Like healthcare costs, Special Education
costs have been rising at double-digit rates
for decades. Some students cost local
schools over $200,000 per year until they
are 23 years old … at which point our
beneficent legislators warehouse them with
minimal funding. Other Special Education
students demand dedicated aides in the
classroom, adding $20,000 per year to
required expenditures.

By law, school districts must fund the
needs of Special Education students 100
percent before spending a dollar on Regular
Education students. During the 2003/04
school year, 16 percent of students in
Massachusetts were designated as Special
Education. Their “needs” consumed 30
percent of all available resources – an
average of $16,000/student. The remaining
84 percent of students had to make due with

the remaining 70 percent of resources – an
average of $7,124/student. Unfortunately,
the situation gets worse every year. Special
Education per pupil expenditures have been
rising 38% faster each year than the costs
for Regular Education students (7.35
percent/yr vs. 5.32 percent/yr from 1995/96
through 2003/04).

In an earlier article, Specious Education, I
outlined five key failings of our current
Special Education policies. The lack of local
autonomy in determining Special Education
spending was the first failing listed and, in
retrospect, the key failing. If local
communities had the ability to weigh the
best allocation of resources, the other
problems would cure themselves.

You might ask, “What protection would
Special Education students have if a district
‘under-funded’ their needs?” Clearly, if
funding decisions were made in an egregious
or discriminatory manner, there would be
legal redress. The Legislature could devise
language that would set a presumption that
School Committees would have to act
reasonably to proportionately fund needs,
taking into account the expected benefits
— or progress to be expected — of such
funding decisions. This would ensure that
resources are reasonably allocated.

The four horsemen have been revealed.
They are the underlying causes of our
financial woes. We now have a choice: Come
to grips with the real causes of our problems
— or ask for more morphine.

A tax override only lets the disease
progress while depressing the lives of all
our citizens. And while we procrastinate,
cures for the underlying problems become
more difficult.

Why do our legislators, who created
these problems in the first place, fiddle while
our towns and cities are burning? Don’t they
care about their constituents and the
children of their districts? Or do they just
care about the special interests and their
own re-election?

Why do our legislators fiddle while their districts are burning?
Continued from Page 3

Dr. Ormsby is a member of the North
Andover School Committee. He is a
graduate of Cornell and has a
doctorate from MIT. If you have any
questions or comments, you can
contact Dr. Ormsby via email:
ccormsby@comcast.net


